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1. I~VTRODUCTION 
1 a. Strong Formulation 
The following problem arises from the theory of elastoplastic mechanical 
systems [14. 171. 
Let H be a real Hilbert space; let 1 be an interval of R containing its origin t, 
but not necessarily bounded nor closed on the right. One gives a multifunction 
(i.e., a set-valued mapping) t c-+ C(t) from I into H, such that the sets C(t) are 
nonempty closed and convex. When the language of kinematics is used, t is inter- 
preted as the time and C is called a moving set. Denote by .X ++ 4(t, X) the 
indicator function of C(t) (’ I.e., #(t, x) = 0 if x E C(t) and j-cc otherwise). 
Given a E C(t,), the problem is that qfjnding a (single-valued) mapping us: I--f H, 
absolutely continuous on every compact subinterval of I, such that 
u(t,) = a (l-1) 
and that, for almost eaery t in I, 
--dujdt E +(t, u(t)). (1.2) 
Recall that the set +(t, x), the subdz~~ential of the convex function x t--L #(t, ,x) 
at the point x, equals the closed convex cone formed by the elements of H which 
are, in a classical sense, outward normal to the convex set C(t) at the point x. This 
cone is empty if and only x $ C(t); w h en x E C(t) it contains at least the zero of H 
and may reduce to that single element (for instance, if x is internal to C(t)). 
The evolution process defined by condition (1.2) may be depicted in a mechan- 
ical language, especially clear if C(t) possesses a nonempty interior: The moving 
point t H u(t) remains at rest as long as it happens to lie in this interior,; when 
caught up with by the boundary of the moving set, it can only proceed in an 
inward normal direction, as if pushed by this boundary, so as to go on belongirig 
to C(t). 
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Because of this image, we shall refer to a function u satisfying (1.1) and (1.2) 
as a dution of the sweeping process by the moving set C, for the initial value a. 
Another vivid mechanical interpretation holds when the space H has the 
dimension 2. In that case let us picture the product H x R as the physical three- 
dimensional space, with R corresponding to a vertical axis oriented downward. 
Imagine the set G = ((x, t) E H x R: x E C(t)> as a solid cavity, supposed to 
have a smooth boundary, and the curve y = ((x, t) E H x R: x = u(t)}, i.e., 
the graph of the unknown function u, as a tiny stationary waterstream falling 
down the cavity. Condition (1.2) is equivalent to the statements: (i) any arc of 
this stream which happens to be loose from the cavity wall is rectilinear and 
vertical; (ii) when water is running over the wall, it describes a line orthogonal to 
the level curves of the wall surface, i.e., a line of steepest descent; this agrees with 
hydrodynamics under the simplifying assumption that inertia may be neglected 
comparatively to friction and gravity; (iii) the minus sign in (1.2) precisely 
expresses that such a flow in contact with the wall may take place only on a part 
of this wall exposed upward; if it crosses the rim of a possible overhang, water 
will get loose from the surface and fall vertically down as formulated in (i). 
The preceding are two examples of mechanical problems with unilat~al 
requirements. As a matter of fact the convexity of the set C(t) appears in these 
two examples as a mere mathematical convenience. On the contrary, in the more 
sophisticated problems arising from the dynamics of mechanical systems with 
perfect unilateral constraints [12, 131 and whose mathematical treatment is 
closely related to the study of (1.2), convexity is involved in an essential way; 
such is also the case in the application to plasticity [17] which constitutes our 
main motivation. 
Condition (1.2) is a special case of 
-du/dt E +(t, u(t)), (1.3) 
where q(t, -) : H -+ ]-co, +co] denotes, for each t, a convex, 1.s.c. function; 
this itself is a special case of 
-du/dt E A(t, u(t)), (1.4) 
where A(t, .) is, for each t, a multifunction H ---f H, maximalmonotone in the sense 
of Minty. By elementary calculation, the monotonicity of A implies that for 
every two locally absolutely continuous solutions zcl and us of (1.4), the real 
function t tt 1 q(t) - z+(t)1 is nonincreasing (in all the paper we shall denote by 
1 / the norm in H); thus at most one of such solutions can agree with some initial 
condition. At the time the author delivered hist first multigraph seminar 
report on the subject [15, 161, evolution “equations” (1.3) or (1.4) were only 
studied under stringent assumptions, involving that the “domain” dom A(t, *) = 
(x E H: A(t, x) # ,@} was independent of t. The case where A does not depend 
on t amounts to the generation of semigroups of nonlinear contractions in H 
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[5, 8, 111. Concerning (1.2), on the contrary, nothing remains to study if the set 
dom @(b, .) = C(t) . 1s constant. Thus one of the motives for a thorough inves- 
tigation of (1.2) is that it displays, so to speak in a pure state, the difficulties raised 
by an evolutive domain. 
Another specific feature of (1.2) is that the right member is a conical subset 
of H, i.e., it is invariant under the multiplication by positive real numbers; one 
easiIy checks [21] that every monotone multifunction possessing this property is 
actually contained in some a#, thus equal to &,!J if it is maximal monotone. The 
main consequence of the right member being a cone is the invariance of (I .2) 
under absolutely continuous increasing changes of variable. In the language of 
mechanics this expresses that the chain of the successive positions of the moving 
point u are associated with the chain of the successive configurations of the 
moving set C in a way which does not depend on the timing. This more generally 
is a typical feature of the quasi-static evolution of elastoplactic systems. i.n the 
study of which (1.2) plays a key part. Mathematically, performing such changes 
of timing amounts to remove the privilege of the Lebesgue measzJre. In fact the last 
section of this paper shows how the replacement of the Lebesgue measure by 
nonnegative real measures, possibly possessing some atoms, provides the natural 
extension of the formulation (1.2) to discontinuous motions, a case of mechanical 
importance. 
Most of the work devoted to Eqs. (1.3) or (1.4) rests on the technique of 
Yosida regdarixation. In the special case of (1.2) this technique amounts to 
replacing #J by some penalty function of the set C(t); when (1.2) figures as an 
intermediate step in the solution of some elastoplastic problem, Yosida technique 
finally results in the consideration of some viscosity which may be physically 
meaningful; concerning this aspect, the reader will refer to [l7], where an 
unfamiliar extension of Yosida regularization is also developed: By making the 
Yosida coefficient vary abruptly with time, one may establish in the same line 
the convergence of an algorithm of time discretization. 
No use of regularization is made in the present paper; some evolved technique 
of time discretization is developed instead which provides deeper results. The 
efficiency of this method may be ascribed to the fact that it relies on the ordering 
of the successive configurations of C(i) rather than on the proper timing and also 
that the essentially unilat~al character of the process is taken into account. 
Concerning the evolution problems of the general form (1.3) or (1.4) the reader 
may refer to [l, 2,9, lo]. 
On the other hand a stochastic version of (1.2j is studied in [6, 71. 
Some nonclassical concepts have to be summarized before we state the results 
of the present paper. 
lb Retraction of a Multifunction 
The existence of a locally absolutely continuous solution of (1.1 j, (1.2) 
obviously requires a certain regularity of the given multifunction t t+ C(t). 
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In the first approach [15], the author assumed that this multifunction was 
locally absolutely continuous in the sense of the Hausdor- distamze between 
subsets of H. This is actually a requirement of useless strength: if, on some 
interval [tl, tr + ~1, the multifunction C is nondecreasing, or even if t i--t V n C(t) 
is so, where Y denotes some neighborhood of a point x1 E C(tJ, visibly the 
constant function t t+ n(t) = x, is a solution of (1.2) on this interval. Some 
regularity for the motion of the set C is needed only when this set retracts, 
effectively sweeping the point u. 
This induces to some unilateral rating for the displacement of sets. For two 
subsets 4, B of an arbitrary metric space (E, 6) let us consider the dissymmetric 
ecavt 
e(A, B) = sup inf 6(a, 6), 
a.aA bEB 
(1.5) 
where the supremum and the infimum are relative to the ordering of [0, +a]; 
this entails, for instance, e( a, B) = 0. Clearly e(Jl, B) = 0 if and only if A is 
contained in cl B, the closure of B. The Hausdorff “distance” A(A, B) equals 
the maximum of e(A, B) and e(B, A). 
For any three subsets of (E, S), one proves that the corresponding values of e 
verify the “triangle inequality”. Let t ++ C(t) denote a multifunction defined 
on a real interval I, whose values are subsets of (E, S). Let [s, t] C I; by considering 
all the finite sequences (T;) of the form s = T,, < ... < 7% = t and taking the 
supremum of CyZ, e(C(T,-J, C(T*)) one defines the retraction of the multifunction 
C over the interval [s, t]; notation ret(C; s, t). This is zero if and only if the 
multifunction 7 ++ cl C(T) is nondecreasing everywhere in [s, t]. Obviously the 
variation, similarly defined by means of the Hausdorff distance, majorizes 
ret(C; s, t). 
If ret(C; s, t) is finite for every [s, t] C I the multifunction is said to have a 
jinite retraction on & let us make this assumption for all the following. Equivalently 
there exists a nondecreasing real function r defined on I up to an additive constant, 
such that for every s < t 
ret(C; s, t) = r(t) - r(s). 
In all the paper, I is supposed to possess an origin t, co1 ined in it and we 
shall specify r, the retraction function of C, as r(t) = ret(C; t, , 1. 
The reader will refer to [I$?] for the general study of this mcept; we only 
quote here the fact to be used in the sequel. 
For every s < t in I one has 
e(C(s>, C(t)) 6 y(t) - f-(s). U-6) 
As this is finite, we conclude by making s = to that the assumg on C(t,) += o 
implies C(t) # @ for every t in I. 
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From r being finite it also ensues [19, Proposition 4.a] that when T tends to 2 
from the right, the multifunction 7 w C(T) possesses a limit in the classical sense 
that the two sets 
limJrrf C(T) = {x E E: ‘$2 6(s, C(7)) = 01, 
limi;up C(T) = (X E E: 0 is a cluster value of the function 
7 + 6(x, C(T)) for 7 $ t} 
are equal to a closed, possibly empty, subset of E which will be denoted by C-(t). 
Actually the assumptions made in this paper, i.e., (E, 8) is a Hilbert space and 
the sets C(t) are closed convex and nonempty, entail [19, Propositions 4.b and 
4.d] that C+(t) is nonempty convex, and that 
e(C(t), C+(t)) = li”i e(C(t), C(T)) = r+(t) - r(t) (1.7j 
where r+(t) stands for lim,,, T(T). 
Ic. Local-Step Fwzctions atzd Local-Step Multifunctions 
We still suppose that the interval I possesses an origin t, and contains it. Let us 
denote by lfp(1) the set of the elements P described as follows: P is a partitiolz 
of 1 into a family of subintervaZs of any sort (some of them possibly reduced to 
single points) such that every conzpact subset of I is covered by finitely many 
members of tlzis partition; such a partition may be called locally finite. Then P 
is a countable or finite family of intervals which will be indexed in concordance 
with their succession in I, namely, 
P: I, ) I, ).. ., ri ).. . . (1.8) 
The origin of I, is t, , the origin of I, necessarily contained in it; call t, the origin 
of Ii , nonnecessarily belonging to this interval. 
A function (resp. multifunction) defined on I is said to be local-step if it is 
constant on each member of some P E lfp(l). If F is such a multifunction 
of I into a metric space, the retraction of F over a compact subinterval [s, t] 
of I is easily constructed: call J,, , Jr ,..., Jr& , indexed according to their succes- 
sion, those of the intersections [s, t] n 1; which are nonempty: for each j = 
0, l,..., m, choose uj E Jj; then 
ret(F, S, t) = f e(F(Uj-J,F(Uj)). 
i=l 
(1~9) 
Starting now from the multifunction C into the Hilbert spaceH, considered 
in the preceding section, and from PE lfp(1) as described in (1.8) we shall 
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denote by C, the local-step multifunction taking on each member Ii of P the 
constant value determined as follows: 
(1.10) 
Using (1.7) and (1.9) some approximation property may be established 1119, 
Proposition 5.~1: Suppose the oscillation of the functiofl Y over every member of P 
is < E; then 
VttEI: e(CAt), C(t)> < 6 (1.11) 
V[s, t] c I: ret(Cp; s, t) < ret(C; s, t) + E (1.12) 
(;f s = to the term E in (1.12) may be dropped). 
Clearly, since the function Y is nondecreasing, a P E lfp(1) satisfying the above 
condition may be obtained by taking the inverse image under Y of a locally finite 
partition of R into subintervals with length < E. 
Id. Results of Part 2 
The preceding approximation property leads, in Part 2 of this paper, to a 
definition and study of the concept of a weak solution of the sweeping process 
by C, when C is a multifunction with closed convex values in H and finite 
retraction. With every P E lfp(1) is associated as above the local-step multi- 
function C r; quite naturally, in view of the mechanical image presented in 
Section la, some local-step function u,. . I + H is considered as the (weak) solu- 
tion of the sweeping process by C, for the initial value a E C(t,). By definition, 
u, takes on each member Ii of P the constant value ui inductively determined by 
u. = a, 
%+1 = projbi , G+d 
(1.13) 
(1.14) 
(i.e., ud+r is the nearest point to ui in the nonempty closed convex set C,+r = 
C,(I~+I)). Now observe that the set Ifp(.I) is directed by the following partial order. 
One writes P < P’ if the partition P’ is a refinement of P (i.e., every member of P’ 
is contained in a member of P). This makes of the family (up), P E lfp(I), of 
mappings I -+ H a net. Proposition 2a states that, under the assumptions made 
above, this net converges uniformly on I. The limit 21 constitutes by definition 
the weak solution of the sweeping process by C for the initial value a E C(t,). 
The subsequent Sections of Part 2 are devoted to studying the properties of 
such weak solutions. Proposition 2b states that the flow of the weak solutions of 
the sweeping process by C is nonexpansive; as we have recalled before, the same is 
a familiar feature when (locally absolutely continuous) solutions of (1.4) are 
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considered. Proposition 3b states that u(t) E C(t) for every t EI and that the 
oariation var(u; s, t) of u over every compact subinterval [s, “1 of I is majorized 
by ret(C; s? t); hence, if the real function Y is continuous, resp. locally absolutely 
continuous, resp. Lipschitz with ratio K, so is u with regard to the norm of H. 
Local absolute continuity, for a function u with values in a reflexive Banach space 
is known [ll] to imply the existence of the strong derivative &,/dt for almost 
every t E I; in fact it will be established at the end of the paper that in this case 
of a locally absolutely continuous r, the weak solution is actually strong, i.e., it 
satisfies (1.2). 
Atthe discontinuity pointsof Y, the function u may itself possess discontinuities; 
precise jump relations, from the left and from the right, are established in 
Sections 2d and 2e. 
The differential condition (1.2) is of local character; the object of Section 2f, 
devoted to restrictions and piecings, is to exhibit the same character for weak 
solutions. 
The physical applicability of the theory requires the stability of the solution 
with regard to the possible alterations of the data. Proposition 2g makes precise 
this stability by formulating a majoration of j u - U’ /, where u and u’ are weak 
solutions corresponding to two different multifunctions C and c’ and different 
initial values. This inequality shall play an essential part when the sweeping 
process is inserted as a component in some more complicated mathematical 
problems arising from mechanics. 
As stressed in Section la, the sweeping process, in its strong formulation, is 
invariant under nondecreasing change of variables. Section 2i establishes that 
the same holds for weak solutions. 
From the computationa standpoint, a natural way of approximately solving 
(1. I), (1.2) wouId consist in time discretixations. One chooses a sequence t,, < 
t1 -=c .** < ti < ..* of points of I; the quotient (u(tiil) - u(ti))(tj+l - tij-r is 
taken as an approximant of the derivative dzcjdt at the point ti+l . Substituting 
it in (1.2) yields an inductive relation of the impZicit type 
By the elementary convex analysis, this is equivalent to 
4ti+d = ProjMti), C(ti+d>. 
Starting from u(t,,) = a the sequence u(tJ is determined inductively. It may be 
said that, instead of being continuously swept by the movmg set C, the moving 
point u is left at rest except that, at the chosen instants ti , it catches up with this 
set instantly, by the shortest way, hence the name the qatching-up algorithm 
we propose to give to this computation procedure. Section 2j makes precise the 
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connection between this algorithm and the construction of the local-step 
functions up . A majorization of 1 u, - u / has been established in Section 2h; 
it applies in particular to the catching-up algorithm and proves its convergence. 
Actually the catching-up algorithm works properly in the case where the 
function 7 is right continuous, a situation which receives a special emphasis in 
Part 3 of this paper. 
le. Results of Part 3 
In view of Proposition 2c the weak solutions of the sweeping process are 
mappings from I into H with bounded variatioz over every compact subinterval 
of I. To such a mapping u classically corresponds an H-valued vector measure 
du, which we call its dzzerential measure. The purpose of this last part of the 
paper is to investigate whether this concept of differential yields a characteriza- 
tion of the considered solution by a condition of the same form as (1.2). In fact, 
in the locally absolutely continuous case, the derivative dujdt is nothing but the 
density of the vector measure du relative to the Lebesgue measure dt of 1, and 
we stressed in Section la that the considered changes of variables amounted 
to remove the privilege of the Lebesgue measure. Unfortunately, to the difference 
with the conventional continuous case, the differential measure of a discontinuous 
function u with bounded variation does not determine the function up to an 
additive constant. It turns out that the special case where the retraction function r 
is right continuous, implying right continuity for all the weak solutions of the 
sweeping process, provides the correct framework. In that case, Propositions 3a 
and 3b state that the weak solution u agreeing with the initial condition u(t,) = 
a E C(tJ is the only right-continuous function, with locally bounded variation, 
agreeing with this initial condition, and possessing the following property: There 
exists (nonuniquely) a nonnegative real measure dp on I and a function 21’ E 
Z&,(dp, H) such that du = u’dp and that 
-u’(t) E &(t, u(t)) 
for every t in I. 
Actually dr may be taken as dp and, finally, Proposition 3c states as a corollary 
that, if Y is locally absolutely continuous, the weak solutions of the sweeping 
process are effectively strong, i.e., they satisfy (1.2). 
2. WEAK SOLUTIONS 
2a. DeJTnition and Existence 
Recall that the real interval I is always supposed to contain its origin t,; 
using the notations defined in Sections lc and Id, one has: 
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PROPOSITION (2aj. Let C be a multifunction defined on I with closed convex 
values in the Hilbert space H and finite retractiolr; let a E C(t,,) (this implies 
C(t,) f m , thus C(t) # @ for every t E I since the retraction is finite). With 
every P E Ifp(I) described as in (1. S), let us associate the local-step multifunction C, 
de$ned by (1.10). To C, cowesponds the local-step function up: I -+ H inductively 
constructed by means of (1.13) and (1.14). Then the net of the ,fufunctiom (up>, 
P E lfp(I), co?Pverges uniformly 011 I. 
DEFINITION. The limit u in the above Proposition is called the weak solution of 
the sweeping process for the multifzmction (OY moving set) C and the initial value a. 
We shall base the proof on two lemmas. 
LEMMA X(2a). Let F denote a closed convex Ronempty subset of H; denotilzg 
by 8(x, IJ arad 6( y, r) the distances from two arbitrary points x, y to this set, one has 
j N - proj(y, r)]’ - / x -y j2 < 26(x, rj 6(y, I). 
Proof. This might be deduced from Lemma 2g below; more directly, by 
putting x’ = proj(x, I’) and y’ = proj(y, I), the left member of this inequality 
becomes 
(y - y' j 2x - y - y') = 331 - y' 1 x - 2') + 2(y - y' i x' - y') - i y - y' jB, 
where ( j ) represents the scalar product in H. The first term on the right is less 
than or equal to 26(x, IJ S(y, I) and, as x’ E r, the second term is < 0 by 
virtue of 2 classical characterization of proj(y, r). 
LEMMA 2(2a). Let Ii be one of the intervals composifzg P, with origin ti (non. 
?lecessarily belonging to it). Let P’ E lfp(I) b e a * ji I e nement of P; duzote by up and up’ 
the local-step functions respectively corresponding in the same way a.s above to Cb 
and C,* and to arbitrary initial values. Denote by J1 , jZ ,.,., indexed according to 
their succession in R, the interaals of P’ which aye contained in Ii . In tlze erent of& 
not being the last intn.val of I’, these intervals necessarily form a $nite sequence 
J1 , JZ ,~.., JW,; in that case denote by Jrfi+1 the interzral of P’ following Jn, . With 
these notations, whichever are the real numbers (TV E J1 and 7i E I, u Ji-n,.1 such that 
cri < 7i , one has 
witlz 
(2.2) 
pi = sup{ret(C,,; 6, K): [6, 8’1 C Ii). 
Proof. First let us establish (2.2) in the event 7i E Jvz+l . Denote by xi and 
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Ci, respectively, the constant values of zc, and C, on the interval 4; denote byyi 
and Oj the constant values of up’ and C,, on the interval Jj . The definition of 
24,’ implies 
x+1 = projh , &+A; 
hence, by inequality (2.1), 
I xi -Yj+l I’ - I xi -Yj I2 d 2s(xi y Oj+l) 6(Yj j oj+J* (2.3) 
By makingj = 1, 2,..., m - 1 and adding, one obtains 
I x:i - Ym I2 - I % - Yl I2 d 2 C 6(xi 3 Oj+l> s(Yj Y Dj+l). (2.4) 
j==l 
In the event m = 1 interpret the right member as zero. The definitions of C, 
and C’,, imply that C,,, and D,,, are the same set (namely, C(t& if ti+r E &+r 
and C+(ti+i) if ti+i 6 Ii+r). As the projection on this convex set is a nonexpanding 
mapping, one has j xifl - ymfl j2 < 1 xi - ym 12. It follows that the left member 
of (2.2) is less than or equal to the right member of (2.4). Recall the expression 
given in (1.9) for th e retraction of a local-step multifunction; since xi belongs 
to Ci = D, , one has, for every j = 1, 2 ,..., m - 1, 
6(x, , Dj+l) < e(D, , Di+l) < sup{ret(Cp, ; 0, fl): Lo, 0’1 CU. 
Therefore the right member of (2.4) . 1s 1 ess than or equal to the expressions 
This proves (2.2) in the considered case. 
It remains to adapt this proof to the case ri E Ii; then call p the value of j such 
that 7i E Jj (no matter if 4 happens to be the last interval of P and the sequence 
(Jj) infinite). Add member to member the inequalities of the form (2.3), with 
j = 1, 2,..., p - 1. On the left this yields the first member of (2.2) and on the 
right the same result as in (2.4), except for replacing m by p; again this right 
member is majorized by the right member of (2.5). 
Proof of the Proposition. Due to H being complete, we are to establish that, 
for every E > 0, there exists P E Ifp(1) such that, for every P’ and P” greater 
than P in the directed set lfp(1) (i.e., refinements of P), the corresponding 
functions u,) and z+.” , agreeing with the initial value a, verify for every t EI 
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Let /3 be a strictly positive number and let y,, , yr ,..., yn ,. . . be an infinite 
sequence of strictly positive numbers such that xz=‘=, ys = + 00 andCz==, (m)’ < 
/3. The semiopen intervals 
form a partition of R, . As the function 1’: t w ret(C; t, , t) is nondecreasing 
the inverse images of these intervals by T are subintervals of I (of any sort; some 
of them possibly empty or reduced to singletons), and among these inverse 
images, those which are nonempty constitute a locally finite partition of I; such 
we specify from now on the partition P: I,, , I, , Ia ,. . . considered in the foregoing. 
By this construction of P, the oscillations of the real function F over the intervals 
I, , II , z I*-* are, respectively, majorized by some numbers Q, , Q , Q ,. . . forming 
a (possibly finite) subsequence of the sequence (y,); thus 
C (TiY d 8. (2.6) 
The retraction of C over any subinterval of Ii is majorized by Q; in view of 
(1.12) this implies that the retraction of C,, over such a subinterval of Ii is 
majorized by 2~; thus inequality (2.2) holds, with pi replaced by 2~ . 
Let t E I; there exists v such that t E I, . Fix the cri and 7; involved in Lemma 2 
according to the rules 
for i = 0: (Jo = to , 
for 0 < i < V: Tj = oi+1; 
f or i = V: 7, = t. 
Then, adding member to member the inequalities of the form (2.2) for i = 
0, l,..., Y yields 
i=O 
Since z+(tO) = z+(t,) = a and in view of (2.6) this reduces to j Z+(E) - z+(t)\ < 
(X/3)‘/“. As the same is true for any other P” E lfp(1) greater than P, one finally 
has j up,(t) - z+(t)\ < (32/3)‘/” f or every t E I. Since p may be chosen arbitratily 
small this establishes the Cauchy property. 
From the above proof one might easily derive an upper bound of the error 
committed when up is considered as an approximant of the weak solution EC; 
a better majoration will be found in Section 2h. 
2b. Nonexpansion 
PROPOSITION 2b. If u. and d are two weak solutions of the sweeping process by 
the same moving convex set C, the realfunction t + / u(t) - u’(t)1 is noniltcreasiqy. 
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Proof. If u and U’ correspond to initial values n and a’, these functions are, 
respectively, the limits, for P E lpf(l), of the local-step functions U, and ziP 
constructed from these initial values. As the successive values of up and zLP are 
obtained by performing a sequence of projections on the closed convex sets 
Cl, G >..., the nonexpansion property of such projections implies that, for 
s < t, one has 1 z+(s) - ZL’~(S)/ > 1 z+(t) - I’ll. Take the limits of both 
members of this inequality for P E Ifp(1). 
2c. Variation 
PROPOSITION 22. Let u be a weak solution of the sweeping process by C on the 
interval I; then 
V’tEI: u(t) E C(t), P-8) 
V[s, t] c I: var(u; s, t) < ret(C; s, t) = r(t) - Y(S). (2.9) 
Proof. The construction of u, makes that z+(t) E C,(t), thus 
The approximation property expressed by (1.11) implies that the second 
member has the limit zero for P ranging in the directed set lfp(1); hence (2.8) 
holds, since C(t) is closed. 
On the other hand, if 0 and 7, with CJ < T, respectively, belong to two adjacent 
intervals of P, the constructive law (1.14) clearly implies 
(2.10) 
For arbitrary (T and 7, with o < 7, the same is found true by adding the similar 
inequalities corresponding to intermediate points. Taking the limits for P E Ifp(1) 
of both members of (2.10) yields, in view of (1.12), 
1 u(u) - U(T)] < ret(C; u, T). 
Then (2.9) follows from the definition of var(u; s, t). 
As an immediate consequence of (2.9) one has: 
COROLLARY 2c. If the real function t t-+ y(t) = ret(C; t, , t) is continuous, 
resp. locally absoluteIy continuous, resp. Lipschitx with ratio k, such is, relati,ve to 
the norm of H, every weak solution u of the sweeping process by C. 
Recall that the local absolute continuity of zc, a function with values in a 
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reflexive Banach space, implies that the strong derivative da@ exists for almost 
every t E 1. In that situation, (2.9) entails, for almost every t E 1, 
1 du/dt 1 < j &/tit i. (2.11) 
In the language of kinematics it may be said that the speed oJt^ the moving point u 
is majorized by the retraction speed of the moving set C. 
Observe on the other hand that the local absolute continuity of r is equivalent 
to the following. For every compact subinterval [s, t] of I and every E > 0, 
there exists 7 > 0 such that if ]ui, T.~[ is a finite family of nonoverlapping sub- 
intervals of [s, t], one has the implication 
2d. Limit fsom the Left 
Let t1 E I, strictly greater than t, . As the real function r is nondecreasing, 
it possesses for t t t, a finite limit denoted by r(tl). Then, from inequality (2.9) 
one concludes that every weak solution t H u(f) of the sweeping process presents 
the Cauchy property for t 1 t, , implying the existence of 
$I u(t) denoted by u-(tl). 
I 
PROPOSITION 2d. With the above notations 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
Proof. Inequality (2.12) immediately results from (2.9). For the proof of 
(2.13), observe that the subset B of lfp(l), consisting of partitions in which 
figures an interval reduced to the singleton (tl}, is terminal in this directed set. 
Thus u may be considered as the limit of the net (up), P ~9. if P E 9, the 
definition of C, makes that CP(tl) = C(t,) and th e construction of the local-step 
function ztP implies 
UdfJ = Proj(l+-(h), C(h)>, 
As the convergence of the net (up), P E 9, to u is uniform with regard to t, the 
following commutation of limits holds 
u-(tl) = px& up-(t1). 
Then (2.13) results from the mapping x H proj(x, C(Q) being continuous. 
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Remark. Inequality (2.12) h s ows that the continuity of Y from the left at tl 
implies the same for u. On the other hand it is easily found [19] that the left 
continuity of r is equivalent to 
which in turn amounts to the following: For every w, a neighborhood of zero in 
H, there exists q > 0 such that 
Clearly this property holds in particular when the multifunction C is upper 
semicontinuous from the left at t1 , in the classical sense that, for every open set 52 
containing C(t,), there exists q > 0 such that 
t, - 7) < t < t, 3 C(t) c sz. 
Statements involving in the same connection the limit set C-(t,) may be found 
in [19, Sect. 4e]. 
2e. Limit from the Right 
Let tl E I, suppose it is not the greatest element of I; as before, the limit of q 
from the right at the point tl is denoted by r+(t,). Using again inequality (2.9) 
and the completeness of H, one concludes to the existence of u+(t,), the limit of u 
from the right at the point t, . 
PROPOSITION 2e. With these notations 
I ~‘03 - WI d r+(h) - dh), (2.14) 
.+d = proj(&), C+@,>>. (2.15) 
Proof. Inequality (2.14) results immediately from (2.9). As in the preceding 
section, call B the terminal subset of lpf(l) c onsisting of partitions which include 
the singleton (Q. For P E B one has 
since the interval of P following {tl} is necessarily open at the left. As the con- 
vergence of the net(+), P E 9, is uniform relative to t, the left member converges 
to u+(t,); then (2.15) results from the continuity of s w proj(x, C+(Q). 
Remark 1. Using [19, Proposition 4d] and elementary inequalities of Hilbert 
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space geometry, it may be proved that the right member of (2.15) equals 
bitI pr44tdl W>. 
Remark 2. Inequality (2.14) shows that the continuity from the right for 1 
implies the same for u. On the other hand [19, Proposition 4c] this right con- 
tinuity of r at the point t, is equivalent to f, 
which in turn is equivalent to C(t,) C C+(t,). 
2f. Restriction and Piecing 
The purpose of this section is to display the local character of the concept of 
a weak solution. 
PROPOSITION 2f. Let ZI: I + H be a weak solution of the sweeping process by C. 
Let I’, containing its origin to’, be a subinterval of I. Then the resl’riction rt lip 
is a weak solution of the sweeping process by C IIs . 
Proof. Take a partition PO E lfp(1) w h ose I’ is a member; in lfp(1) the set 5@ 
of the refinements of PO is terminal; hence ZL is the limit of the net (up), P E 9. 
Every P’ E lfp(r) is the trace on I’ of at least one P E 8; we shall write P’ = tr P 
defining thereby an order preserving surjective mapping of the directed set .$’ 
onto the directed set lfp(l’). According to Section 2a, the definition of u’: 
J’ + H, the solution of the sweeping process by C II’ , for an initia1 value 
a’ E C(S,‘) equal to u(t,‘), rests on the construction of local-step functions taking 
this value at the origin t,’ of I’, each of them corresponding to an element P’ of 
lfp(I’). If P’ = tr P, let us denote by urp this local-step function; clearly ZL’ may 
as well be defined as the limit of the net (u’~), P E 9. The restriction z+ iI’ is a 
local-step function on I’, constant on the same intervals as zLp: both local-step 
functions are constructed inductively by successive projections on the same 
closed convex sets. As such projections are nonexpanding one has 
with zJp(tO’) = u(tO’) by hypothesis. The right member has the limit zero by 
the definition of u; this proves zi = u II, . 
COROLLARY’. Let I,, , I1 ,... , Ii ,. . . be a locally Jinite partition of I into intervals 
containi~~g their respective origins t, , t, ,... , ti ,.. _ and let 21: I-+ H sat&& the 
conditions: 
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(i) For eat~y i the restriction of u to Ii is a solution of the sweeping process 
by the restriction of C to this interval (f 
(ii) FOY i > 0 
or i > 0 this implies the existence of u-(Q). 
u(Q) = proj(u-(t,), C(Q). 
Then u is a weak solution of the szveeping process fw C on I. 
In fact there is at most one u: I -+ H satisfying these conditions. Now, by 
virtue of the above proposition and of Proposition 2d, the solution of the sweeping 
process by C on I, with the initial value u(t,), actually satisfies them. 
To this corollary may be reduced immediately the case of a cover of I by a 
sequence of overlapping intervals: A function I ---f H whose restriction to each 
of these intervals is a weak solution of the corresponding sweeping process is also 
a weak solution of the sweeping process with regard to the whole of I. 
2g. Alteration of tlze Data 
The following proposition enables us to estimate to what extent some un- 
certainty about the multifunction C and the initial value a affects the corre- 
sponding weak solution of the sweeping process. 
PROPOSITION 2g. Let C and C’ be two multifunctims from I into H, with 
closed convex values and finite retractions; let u and u’ be some respective weak 
solutions of the sweeping process; let p(t) be a ma+ant of the Hausdolfl distance 
h(C(B), C’(0)) for 0 E [to , t]. Then, for every t in I, 
I u(t) - u’(t)12 - I f&J - ~‘(44” 
< 2p(t)(ret(C; to, t) + ret(C; ts , t)). (2.16) 
We establish first: 
LEMMA. Let C+ and C,’ be two nonempty closed convex subsets of m, let u- 
and u-’ be tzvo points of H; put U+ = proj(u- , C,) and u+’ = proj(u-‘, C+‘). Theft 
I u+ - u+ ’ 12 - 1 up - ?A-’ 12 
< 2 j U+ - U- 1 e(C+‘, C+) + 2 I u+’ - 2~’ I e(c+ , c+‘>. (2.17) 
In fact, if #+ and y+ , respectively, denote the indicator function and the 
support function of C+ , the above definition of u+ is classically equivalent to 
u- - 24+ E a#,(u+), itself equivalent to u+ E ay+(x - u+), i.e., 
VysH: (u, I y - a- + u+> + Y+(U- ll+> G Y(Y). 
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Apply this with y = u-’ - u+‘, then write the same after exchanging primed and 
nonprimed letters; adding these two inequalities member to member yields 
(u+ - U+’ / Zl+ - U< - f.L + U-‘) 
< y+(u-’ - u+‘) - y+‘(u-’ - u+‘) +y+‘(aL - la+> - Y+(‘L- - u+>. 
Twice the left member is easily found to majorize the left member of (2.17). 
On the other hand the elementary techniques of convex analysis (see, e.g., 
[19, Sect. 2c]) yield for every y E H such that y+(y) and r+‘(r) are finite, 
Y+(Y) - Y+‘(Y) G I Y I e(C+ t C+‘h 
which finally entails inequality (2.17). 
Proof of the Proposition. The functions u and U’ are the respective limits of 
nets (up), P E lfp(1), and (u’~), P E lfp(l). Let Ii and &+i denote two consecutive 
intervals of P; by the definition of up one has 
and similarly for primed letters; then the lemma yields an inequality of the form 
(2.17). Let m be the value of i such that t E Ii; by adding member to member 
the inequalities obtained in this way for i = 0, 1,. .., qn - 1, one gets 
Here &t) denotes a majorant of e(C,(Q C’,(I~)) and e(C;(@), C,(Q)) for 
0 E [to , t]. In view of C, and C’, being defined by (1 .lO), elementary properties 
of limit sets show that the number p(t) of the proposition may stand for ttp(Q. 
As P ranges over Ifp(l), it remains to take the limits of the respective nets and 
observe that 
var(zl,; to, t) < ret(C,; t, , t) < ret(C; t, , t) 
by virtue of (2.9) and (1.12), with similar inequalities for primed letters. 
2h. Upper Bound of 1 up - u / 
The following proposition provides a majoration of the error committed when 
the local-step function u, in Proposition 2a is used as an approximant of the weak 
solution u. The proof will display a typical application of Proposition 2g. 
PROPOSITION 2h. Let t be fixed in I; let IO , I, ,..., I, be the numbers of the 
partition P which coaer the interval [to , t]. Let p denote a nzajorant of the oscillation 
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of the function T over every one of these intervals (i.e., a majorant of the retraction 
of C OWP any subinterval of any one of them.). Tllen 
1 z+(t) - u(t)1 < 2(p ret(C; to , t))li2. (2.18) 
Proof. Denote by B(p) the closed ball in H centered at the origin, with 
radius p. Let us define a multifunction 7 t+ D(7) with closed convex values as 
follows. Call ITi the member of P containing 7; denote by ri the “inceptive value” 
of the function r in Ii , i.e., ri = r(tJ if the origin ti of Ii belongs to this interval 
and ri = y+(ti) if not; then put 
D(T) = C(T) + B@-(T) - r.J. 
Clearly, if t, E Ii one has D(ti) = C(&); if ti 6 Ii , by writing, for every x E H, 
and observing that e(D(T), C(T)) = Y(T) - T+ t one concludes D+(tJ = C+(tJ. ( i) 
On the other hand, the multifunction D is nondecreasing over each of the 
intervals Ii . In fact let u and 7 be in Ii with (T < 7 and let x E D(a); then 
6(x, C(d) < @, C(u)) + etc(u), C(4) 
< Y(U) - Yi + Y(T) - r(u) = T(T) - Yi ) 
which entails x E D(T). 
From D being nondecreasing over each of the intervals Ii it first results that 
its retraction over any subinterval of them is zero; thus ret(D; t,, , t) equals the 
sum of jumps corresponding to the values 1,2,..., Y of i, equal respectively, to 
e(D-(ti), D(Q) if ti E Ii and to e(D(tJ, D+(Q) if ti $ Ii [19, Sect. 4d and 4e]. Now, 
if ti E& one has D(tJ = C(tJ and by the “triangle inequality” for the ecart e, 
e(D-(h), DC&) < e(D-(ti>, C-(tt)) + e(C-(Q, C(Q); 
the definition of D entails that the first term on the right is majorized by T-(tJ - 
riPI; the second term equals r(tJ - r-(tJ [19, Sect. 4e]; so the considered jump 
is majorized by r(tJ - ri--l . In the case ti $1,: one has D+(tJ = C+(tJ, therefore 
e(D(t.J, D+(ti) < e(D(td, C(fJ> + e(Ck), C+(h)) 
where the right member equals r+(tJ - rim1 . 
Adding all the jumps, one finally obtains 
ret(D; t, , t) ,( ret(C; to , t). 
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Thus D has a finite retraction; denote by v: I -+ H the weak solution of the 
sweeping process by D, with initial value v(t,) = ~(t,,). As D is nondecreasing 
over each of the intervals Ii , the function v is constant over each of them. In 
view of the jump conditions found in Sections 2d and 2e, one concludes that ZI 
is nothing else than up . It remains to apply proposition 2g with C’ = D; as the 
Hausdorff distance Iz(C(,), D(T)) for 7 ~1~ equals r(Tj - ri , this distance is 
majorized by p. 
2i. Change of Variable 
PROPOSITION 2i. Let r denote a nondecreasiq surjective (thus contin.uous) 
mapping from an interval P’, containing its origin tOI, onto an interval I (thus, 
contain&g its origin to). Let C: I ---f H be a multifunction with closed convex aalues 
and finite retraction. Then the multifinction c’ = C 0 n: I’ + H (i.e., C’(t’) = 
C(T(t’)) for every t’ E I’) has a finite retraction. A function u’: I’ -+ H is a weak 
solution of the sweeping process by c’ if and only if it admits a factorizatiort u’ = 
u o rr, where u: I ---f H is a weak solution of the sweeping process by C. 
Proof. The definition of the retraction immediately yields that, if s’ < t’ 
in I’, if s = P(s’) and t = ?r(t’), one has ret(C’; s’, t’) = ret(C; s, t). With the 
notations of Section 2a, the solution u: I + H of the sweeping process by C 
corresponding to some initial value a E C(t,) = C’(t,,‘) is the limit of the net (z+) 
P E lfp(1). The inverse images under rr of the intervals constituting P are 
subintervals of I’ constituting a locally finite partition P’ of I’. Since rr is continu- 
ous, both an interval 1$ E P and its inverse image 1;’ E P’ contain or do not 
contain their respective origins ti and ti’; furthermore C’+(ti’) = C+(r(ti’)). 
Thus the local-step multifunction Ci, associated in our usual way with the 
multifunction C’ and with the partition P’ equals C, 0 rr. The local-step function 
up. ’ * iT’ --f H corresponding to CL, and the initial value a is defined inductively by 
z&.Q~+,) = proj(z&Q~), C~&r)); 
then u;, = u, 0 n. Consequently, the limit of z& for P ranging over the directed 
set lfp(1) equals u 0 m. Observe that, if r is not strictly increasing, P’ does not 
range over the whole of lfp(l’); h omever, Proposition 2h entails that the limit of 
up’ is the soIution u’ of the sweeping process by C’. In fact if p is a majorant of 
the retraction of C over any subinterval of Ii E P, it is also a majorant of the 
retraction of c’ over any subinterval of Ii’ E P’, the inverse image under rr. 
Remark. For the study in the same connection of some disco~ztinzlous change 
of variable, see [ 181. 
2j. The Catching-up Blgorithm 
The definition of u as the limit of a net has proved convenient for the sub- 
sequent theoretical study. But;since the considered functions take their values 
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in a metric space, one could as well construct u as the (uniform) limit of a sequence 
of local-step functions. 
From the standpoint of computation, the situation would be the following. 
The interval I shall be replaced by some compact subinterval [to, to + T]. If 
the retraction function Y is known (or any real function more rapidly increasing 
than it), the inverse image of a finite partition of the interval [0, ~(t, + T)] into 
subintervals of length < p yields a finite partition P of [to , t,, + q into sub- 
intervals satisfying the conditions of Proposition 2h. Thus the corresponding 
step-function u, approximates u with a controlled error. 
A drawback is the possible presence in P of some interval Ii which would 
not contain its origin ti; then the.value u&J is defined by projection on the 
limit set C+(tJ which is not directly given. This difficulty is partially overcome 
by observing (cf. Section 2e, Remark) that for every x E H 
proj(x, C+(Q) = $y proj(x, C(t)). 
L 
This difficulty is avoided when the function Y is continuous from the right, 
a case which will be specially emphasized in Part 3. Then, if one starts from 
a partition of [0, r(t, + T)] into intervals containing their origins, such are also 
their inverse images under Y. 
The simplest situation is that of a continuous function Y, thus uniformly 
continuous on the compact interval [to , to + T]. This yields that, for every E > 0, 
there exists q > 0 such that, taking as P a finite partition of [t,, , t,, + r] into 
intervals of the form [ti , ti+r[, the error 1 u, - u 1 is uniformly majorized by E 
as soon as all the ti+l - ti are majorized by 7. The construction of such a u, 
properly constitutes the catching up algorithm introduced in Section Id. 
3. RIGHT-CONTINUOUS AND STRONG SOLUTIONS 
3a. Solutions in the Sense of DifJeerential Measures 
We shall say that a mapping u of the real interval I into the Hilbert (or Banach) 
space N has a locally bounded variation if it has a bounded variation over every 
compact subinterval of I; notation u E lbv(1, H). 
To every u E lbv(1, H) classically corresponds an H-valued measure on I 
denoted by du; we shall call it the diSfeerelztia1 measure of u. With the notations 
previously used for the left and right limits, a characteristic property of this 
vector measure is that, for every [s, t] C I, one has Jls,tl du = u+(t) - u-(s). 
Consequently, the measure du determines, up to an additive constant, the two 
functions t ti u+(t) and t ++ u-(t), but, in general, the very value of u at a 
possible point of discontinuity remains independent of du. 
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In all the following, the considered functions will be supposed @12~ contkwus; 
if such is u 
WEI: w = 4to) + s,t tl du. (3.1) 
0. 
DEFINITION 3a. The function u E lbv(1, H) . zs called a solution of the sweeping 
process in the sense of differential measures .if there exists (nonuniquely) a non- 
Tzegutive real measure dp on I and a function u’ E Yt,,(dp, H) szcch that dzr = 
u‘ dp and that 
for every t i7z I. 
-u’(t) E agt, u(t)) (3.2) 
An equivalent definition would consist in requiring u’ to satisfy (3.29, except 
possibly on some &-negligible set, but adding the specification that u(t) E C(t) 
for every t. In fact the set @(t, x) is nonempty if and only if x E C(t). 
The following proposition entails the uniqueness of such a solution 11, uigJzt 
continuous and agreeing with some initial condition u(t,,) = n. 
PROPOSITION 3a. If u1 and u2 are right contitzuous and solutioons of the sweeping 
process in the abooe sense, the realfunction t H 1 q(t) - u,(t)] is nonincre&zg 0111. 
Proof. The definition involves the existence of nonnegative real measures 
dprn 9 m = 1, 2, and functions u,’ E S&,(dp,, , H) satisfying (3.2). Relative to 
dp = dp, + dpZ , the measure dplra possesses a density prfi’ E Sffi(dp, R) with 
nonnegative values; thus duzr, = u,~~‘,LL~~’ dp. As, for every t E I, the values of the 
multifunction $b(t, .) are conical subsets of H, the monotonicity of this multi- 
function yields 
The function t H & 1 q(t) - uz(t)[” belongs to lbv(1, R) and, as it is right 
continuous, its increment from the point s E I to the point t > s equals the 
integral of its differential measure on the interval Is, t]. As a result of [21, 22] 
this real measure is frzajorized by the measure (z+ - us 1 ul’~r’ - zcs’~a’) dp 
which, in view of (3.3), is nonpositive. 
Elementary counteresamples show that this conclusion does not hold in the 
absence of right continuity. 
3b. Existence Theorem 
PROPOSITION 3b. If the retraction futzction P is right continuous, evevy weak 
solution u of the sweeping process (riglzt continuous in view of Proposition 2e) is a&o 
a soJutio~t in the sense of dzperential measures; the measures CEV nzay be taken as tke 
measure dp of Dejinition 3a. 
505/26/3-1 
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Proof. Using a covering argument one may reduce the proof to the case 
where I is a compact interval [t, , t, + TJ. 
Let (c) be an infinite sequence of strictly positive real numbers, converging 
to zero. As the real function Y is nondecreasing, the hypothesis equivalently 
means that it is u.s.c.; thus the inverse image under Y of any interval of the form 
[p, +o~[ is a closed (possibly empty) subinterval of I. By taking the inverse 
images of intervals of the form [pin, pF+r[, withp,“,, - ~2% < E,~ , and proceeding 
if necessary to subsequent refinements one constructs an infinite sequence (P.n) 
of finite partitions of I into subintervals of the form 
(we shall write tin = t, for i = 0 and tin = t, + T for i = v(n)) possessing the 
properties: 
(i) the oscillation of r on each of the intervals constituting P, is < 4; 
(ii) lim,,, rna9{titi” - t:-r: i = 1, 2 ,..., V(E)) = 0. 
For each 11 E N, let us deiine inductively a finite sequence (xi”), i = 0, l,..., 
v(n), of points of H by 
This implies 
xon = a, 
x,” = proj(& , C(tp)). 
(3.4) 
(3-5) 
Observe that, because of the refinements used in constructing the sequence of 
partitions P, , it may happen that r(tT-i) = y(tin). For every n E N, let us construct 
a mapping ZP: I + H by defining its restriction to each interval [t;r , ti”[ 
as follows: 
(1) If r(Q = r(&“), ZP is given a constant value on the interval, namely, 
Vt E [gl ) ti”[ : u”(t) = .& = xin. (3.7) 
(2) If r(tin) > r(&), one takes 
vt E [tZ1 , ti”[ : u”(t) = 
Wi”) - w Cl + [r(t) - WJI Xin , 
r(t,“) - Y(t&) 
(3**) 
(3) Finally, for t = t& = t, + T, 
4t, + T) = 4h . 
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Comparing adjacent intervals, one observes that the expressions of u(t) written 
in (3.7) or (3.8) are also valid for t = tin; hence, for every t and t’ in [ty-r, fin], 
r(f) - r(t) 
u”w - m) = r(t,,“) _ r(t,- ) 
I 
: l (XT - 4-l). 
Thus, in view of (3.6), if t < t’, 
1 u”(t’) - u”(t)] < r(f) - r(t) (3.9) 
and, by addition, this also holds for every t < t’ in I. This inequality entails 
that tin, like the real function I, is right continuous, with bounded variation. 
LEMMA I. The vector measure dun equals Pdr, where ul” denotes the step- 
function, with values in the unit ball of H, constructed as follows, o?z eac?t iltterral 
of the foTm ]tybl , t,ll]: 
(1) ifr(ti”) = a+&) one takes zin = 0 on the internal; 
(2) otherwise urn has the constant value 
n * 
vt E ]t;el, tin]: u’“(t) zzz Xi - %-l 
Y(tin) - r(tr-1) 
; (3.10) 
(3) in addition zP(t,) = 0. 
Let us prove this lemma by checking that the measures C&P and u’“dr yield the 
same integral over any subinterval of I. By unions or differences, one is reduced 
to the two cases: 
Case of an open subinterval ] (T, Q-[ of ]typl , tiB]. Denoting as before by z’- and 
v+ the left and right limits of a function ZI, one has f~~,~t dv = V-(T) - V”(G). 
Thus the expected equality is trivial if r(t,“) = r(t&); otherwise 
which equals JIO,rl ZP dr in view of the constant value of uin over the interval 
pi”-1 , y-J. 
Case of an interval consisting in the singleton tin. For 0 < i < v(n) one has 
which trivially vanishes if r(tin) = r(&); otherwise, in view of (34, one finds 
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s (t,,~) 0 dr = u’“&“)[r(ti’“) - r-(t,“)]; E 
equality follows from the definition of uln. 
Finally, for i = 0, the right-continuity of Y and un yields 
Let us observe now that the functions 0, taking their values in the unit ball 
of H, define elements of the closed ball with radius (I(&-, + T))l/s in the Hilbert 
space Lz(dy, H). This balls is weakly sequentially compact, so that a subsequence 
may be extracted which converges in the weak topology of L2(dr, H). Suppose 
a change of indices such that this subsequence is identified with ZC’% itself and 
denote by U’ its weak limit. Define u: I --+ H by 
u(t) = u,, + f u’dr. 
. It,,tl 
(3.11) 
This is a rigJzt-continuous function, with bounded variation, and u’dr is its dzzerential 
measure. The product of any element A of H by the characteristic function 
xlt,,tl of the interva1 It,, , t] yields an element of Lz(dr, H). Denoting by (a, .> 
the scalar product in this space we have 
W> I J4 = @o I J4 + <u’, xlto,tlh). 
A similar expression holds for (un(t) 1 h), proving that for every t ~1, the 
sequence u”(t) converges to u(t) weakly in H. 
Coming back to the partitions P, , one observes that Proposition 2h applies 
to the step-functions constructed on the sequences xi*: this sequence of step- 
functions converges strongly and uniformly to the weak solution of the sweeping 
process admitting a as initial value. And by inequality (3.9) and the property (i) 
of P.,2 such is also the case for the sequence u “; thus the function u, as constructed 
in (3.1 l), is identical with the considered weak solution of the sweeping process 
and the convergence of the sequence un is actually strong and ~nz~orrn on I: 
Let us put now a notation: For every n E N and every t E It,, , t,, + T], there 
exists i such that t E]& , 2 t.“]; the corresponding value of tie will be denoted 
by T”(t); in addition let us put ?(tJ = t, . Then: 
LEMMA 2. For every t E I, 
-u’“(t) E a$b(P(t), u”(7~(t))) (3.12) 
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0Y equicakntly, denoting by y(t, -) the support functim of C(t), 
U’yT”(t)) E C(Tyt)), 
y(9(t), -u’“(t)) + (u”(T”(t)) / u’“(t)) = 0. 
(513) 
(3.14) 
This is trivial if t = t,; if P(t) = tia, i > 0, one has 
U”(Tn(t)) = Zl”(t;q = xin E c(tp) = c(T’~(t)); 
on the other hand, (3.5) is equivalent to 
n 
Xi-1 - xin E a$b(tp, xiy; 
thus the expression (3.10) of U’?“(L) entails (3.12) if r(tzI) < I(&“); otherwise 
(3.12) trivially holds as u’“(t) is zero. 
We are now the complete the proof of the proposition, by establishing that ZG 
complies with Definition 3a, with dp = &. Actually u’, the density of the vector 
measure & relative to the real measure dr, has just been obtained as an element 
ofL2(&, H); in the following we shall precisely understand U’ as some representa- 
tion of this element, i.e., a function everywhere defined on I. By passing to the 
limit in inequality (3.9), one gets a majoration of the vector measure du allowing 
for U’ to take all its values in the unit ball of $1. Then the elementary expression 
of the ecart e(C(t), C(P(~))) ’ m t erms of the respective support functions of the 
considered sets [19, Sect. 2c], already used in Section 2g of this paper, yields 
y(t, -u’“(t)) < y(T”(t), --u’“(t)) + T(T”@)) - +>. (3.15) 
On the other hand, (3.9) implies 
1 u”(P(t)) - u’“(t)1 < Y(T”(t)) - r(t)), 
thus 
(u”(t) ( u’“(t)) < (u”(P(t)) 1 u’“(t)) + +qt)) - r(t). (3.16) 
By the strong convergence of u”(t), one has 
lcic~ (u(t) - u”(t) [ u’“(t)) = 0. (3.17) 
As t is right continuous and in view of the requirement (ii) observed in con- 
structing the partitions P, 
2-i (+qt)) - Y(t)) = 0. (3.18) 
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Putting together (3.14), (3.15), (3.16), (3.17) one obtains, for every t in I, 
linyyp [I+, -u’“(t)> + (u(t) I 24 “(t))] < 0. (3.19) 
Let us make use now of Mazur’s trick in the Hilbert space L”(&, H); there 
exists in this space a sequence (n’“$), m E N, which strongly converges to U’ and 
such that each of the calm has the form 
(3.20) 
where j(m) is a finite set of integers 3 m and the ajrn are nonnegative real 
numbers such that 
By (3.20) the vrm are defined as functions on I and the strong convergence in 
L2(&, H) implies that, possibly after replacing them by some subsequence, one 
has the strong convergence of v’“(t) to u’(t) for every t outside of some dr- 
negligible subset w of I. The convexity of the function x H y(t, - x) + (u(t) 1 x) 
establishes that 
24 -v’“(t)> + (u(t) I v’“(t)) < c OIj”[y(t, -u’j(t)) +(u(t) ( zqt))]; j&rJ(m) 
therefore, in view of (3.19) 
liE+y MC -v’V>) + (44 I @WI < 0. 
Now the lower semicontinuity of y yields, for every t $ W, 
Y(t, -u’(t)> + (44 I u’(t)) < liF+&f [y(t, -v’“(t)) + (u(t) 1 dm(t))]. 
By changing for zero the value that U’ takes at every point of w, one finally 
concludes, for every t E I 
As u(t) E C(t), this is equivalent to u’ verifying (3.2). 
3c. Strong Solutions 
We conclude this paper by coming back to the strong formulation of Section la. 
It will be supposed that the retraction function r is locally absolutely continuous 
on I (i.e., absolutely continuous on every compact subinterval of I). Elementary 
this is found equivalent to the following: For every compact subinterval K of I 
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and every E > 0, there exists 7 > 0 such that, if ]a-;, T~[ denotes a finite family 
of nonoverlapping subintervals of K, one has the implication 
We shall express this by saying that the multifunction C has a bcnl& &o&e& 
continuous retraction on I. Such is a fortiori the case if C has a locally absolutely 
continuous vavintiort in the sense of Hausdorff distance. Usual examples of 
multifunctions satisfying this condition and obtained as ktersectiom of two others 
can be found in [17,20]. 
Rapproaching Propositions 2a, 2c, 3b, one obtains: 
PROPOSITION SC. If the multifilmtion C: I -+ H with closed convex a&es 
has n locally absolutely continuous retraction, for every a E C(t,) there exists B 
unique mappkg u: I+ H, locally absolutely contirnmlous, uch that z&j = a aml 
that 
--(d~/dt) Ea#(t, ~(fjj (3.21) 
for almost every t in I. 
In fact, if dt denotes the Lebesgue measure of I, there exists f E ~~oc(dt, Rj 
with nonnegative values such that rlr = + cit. By Proposition 3b, du = u’dr, 
with U’ E LP(dr, H) satisfying (3.2); now u’t E 8:,,,(dt, N) is the density of the 
vector measure du with regard to the Lebesgue measure dt, i.e., this function 
equals the strong derivative dujdt for almost every t in I. As $5 is a cone (3.2) 
implies (3.21). 
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